Introduction

Why Healthy People Get Cancer

These bugs attach themselves to normal healthy tissue in the body. Then, using their tentacles, they drill into cells and suffocate them of life-giving oxygen [1] (Figure 1). Next, they start wrecking the DNA of these cells. DNA damage can turn formerly healthy cells into cancer. But these candida bugs have barely even begun to wreak their havoc. They then begin spewing up to 79 different poisons into the bloodstream, including mycotoxins which, according to a review found in the British Medical Bulletin, can cause cancer (Figure 2).

But still, it is cancer-causing mission is not close to being finished. Candida also produces ethanol. This compound destroys the enzymes cells need for energy. When that happens, cells cannot get oxygen. It is the perfect storm! Many cancers thrive in a low energy, low oxygen environment, low level hygienic environment. And if that is not bad enough, research
confirms that this fungus causes major inflammation. And chronic inflammation creates free radicals that lead to diseases especially cancer [2]. Under such conditions, cancer cells replicate endlessly. This process can go on, undetected for years, getting worse and worse. This is why some healthy people are suddenly stricken with deadly cancer and why they rapidly decline. Because cannot stop candida from spreading with Vaccines, Vegetarianism, Antibiotics, Exercise, Surgery, Fasting, Steroids, or chemotherapy. In fact, chemotherapy is known to cause it. The scientific journal Pathogens reports that chemo can result in life-threatening side effects, such as an increased risk of candida infections. Furthermore, these infections are “associated with high morbidity, mortality, and healthcare costs.” Without a doubt, this may be the health crisis facing Indians today. It does not matter if a man or woman, old or young and that is why researcher has put together this video. Because it is possible to stop this fungus dead in its tracks naturally with natural oxygen and safely. Author has an experience of low level uptake oxygen of Pharmaceutical Institution in Pune University.

Candida lives in intestinal tract along with good bacteria. And that’s the problem with antibiotics. They kill off the good bacteria in body, including the friendly ones in gut. Gut contains about 800 different types of healthy bacteria. They help digest food, drive 80% of immune system; they produce anti-cancer chemicals, and eliminate candida. So it’s really not surprising that another study found that women who took antibiotics for 500 total days over a 17-year period had twice the risk of breast cancer as those that took none. While may need antibiotics to clear up a bacterial infection—they weaken or wipe out good bacteria. Which could leave defenceless to candida and ultimately, cancer? Consider Cipro, a common antibiotic. A recent in vitro study found that just one course of treatment devastates gut flora for an entire year. It destroys beneficial bacteria that produce butyrate. This compound protects colon from inflammation and tumour development [4,5]. How were supposed to know that visiting doctor and faithfully taking his advice could turn out to be the worst health mistake could make? But don’t worry. Researcher has not suggesting completely ignore doctor and never take another antibiotic. Like Researcher look, sometimes antibiotics really are necessary. We’ve put together a special report that gives a few simple steps can take to protect good bacteria—even if need antibiotics. It’s called Killing Candida: Stop This Deadly Pathogen before Get Cancer. In a moment, Researcher investigate how to get a free copy. Because while taking a quality probiotic is part of any anti-candida treatment plan, it’s just the first step. Plus, there’s a certain way need to take probiotics that most people don’t know. We even tell when it really is time to throw in the towel and take the prescription. And discover the other drugs that make infections worse.

All of them are frighteningly common. Also, this free report gives a checklist of symptoms 14 in all-that can help identify if have candida. Most be surprised are caused by a fungus. These treatments are safe and affordable. Put this information in hands...
at once and could enjoy best years yet. May be love to take up
golf, painting, travel, start a business, or something else fun. It
can certainly be possible for when have the right tools. The right
tools are all right here. It’s up to take the next step. Low level
sanitation can releases the hormone cortisol, which raises blood
sugar levels. As we’ve already seen, candida feasts on sugar (as
does cancer) Second, chronic stress taxes the adrenal glands.
Weak adrenals equal a weak immune system. That leaves wide
open to a systemic candida infection [6-11] (Figure 4).
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